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The Story

  You control an Orb which can summon a powerful Reaper. In order to reach its final form,
you must pay resources to achieve a specific Goal. Establish a Settlement, assemble an
army of  Allies,  and  gather the required  Resources to summon your Reaper.  You can
sacrifice  resources  to  worship  your  Reaper  into  a  God  or  beat  down  your  ennemy's
Reaper in a clash of titan. If your Reaper destroys the opponent's Orb or Reaper, you win
the game!

  There are five types of resources: Mechanic ( ), Biologic ( ), Spiritual ( ), Demonic (

) and Energy ( ). Wild card resources ( ) can be any one of the possible colored
resources.  There  are also  Gold ( )  resources which can be used to  pay  for generic
cards. Alternatively, you can waste a colored resources to pay for a Gold resource.

  During your  journey,  you will  encounter various types of permanent  cards: Reapers,
Allies, Contructs, Equipment and Items. These cards have a cost, power and harvest stats
and abilities that can be activated when conditions are met. What really matters is how
strong your permanents are when fighting or defending and which ressources they can
harvest  per  turn  to  achieve  your  goal.  You  will  also  decide  weather  to  equip  various
Equipment or Items, enchant with Modifiers or decide which Actions to take so your army
can become evermore powerful.

http://reaperstcg.com/rules/ReapersRulesFr.pdf


Cards and Packs

  The Reapers game is played with limited edition cards generally received from season
pack. Cards and packs are NFTs (non-fungible tokens) that you can add to your collection.
They can be upgraded, exchanged, sold, purchased or received as game rewards.

Card Example:         Pack Example:

Name                                             Cost            
Class                                                                                          

  Abilities                                                                                            

Power                                            Harvest                 Season Alpha Pack

         Color and Rarity                                     Content: 10 Cards
                       

Deck Building

  When building a deck, you must first choose an  Orb/Reaper card. Take a moment to
check its Goal, Harvest and its Summon form. You will want to build the rest of your deck
with compatible ressource types. Assemble a 50 cards deck from cards in your library. You
may have a maximum of 3 copies of identical cards to ensure that the gaming experience
varies for each seating. Cards with the  Unique keyword can only have 1 copy in your
deck. Put in your deck your most powerful cards and create synergies to reach your goal
as fast as possible. Also, you should add some tools to slow down your opponent. Make
sure to think of ways to get you out of difficult positions when your opponent is outpacing
you!

  Cards can be of four rarities: Common ( ), Uncommon ( ), Rare ( ) and Special

( ). Rarities depict how likely you are to find them when opening packs. Usually, as a
card is harder to find, it gets more powerful. It might also be more difficult to play...



Playfield

  The playfield is divided in two halves between you and your opponent. Your side consist
of three zones: the Battlefield, the Settlement and the Reserve. The battlefield is where
you place your allies. The settlement is where you build and keep constructs and items to
help achieve your goal. The reserve is where you keep your cards, library,  junkyard and
discard pile. The resources you gather through the game are shown in your reserve.

Discard Library Junkyard                                  Hand                                         Reserve       

Setup

  Your Orb is automatically placed in your settlement. Your deck is shuffled and placed on
the Library zone. The opponent is setup in the same way. Take a moment to learn which
goal and summon your opponent will  be trying to achieve so you know what to expect
during the game.

Starting a game

  The player who goes first is the active player. Start a new turn.

Turns

  A turn starts with each players drawing  5 cards. The active player has priority to  play
cards first,  and will  then pass the priority to the next player.  A full  turn consist of four
phases happening simultaneously for both players: the Build phase, the Battle phase for
the active player, the Battle phase for the passive player and the Harvest phase. At the
end of the turn, the active player becomes the passive player.

The build phase:
  The active player starts with the priority and can play first. You can play cards or activate
abilities if you can pay its cost using the resources in your reserve. Every card types or



abilities can be played while in the build phase. Take a moment to plan your strategy for
the upcoming turns as spending all your resources is not ideal for reaching goal. When
done, the priority is passed to the next player.  Exchange priority until both players pass
without playing any cards, then move on to the next phase.

The battle phases:
  Their are two battle phases, one for each player, starting with the active player. Battle
phases can be divided in four sub-phases: the attack for declaring attackers, the defense
for declaring defender, the action phase, and finishing with the damage and the destruction
of cards.

Attack:
  The active player declares which cards are to attack which opposing cards on the
battlefield.
Defend:
  The opponent decides how to defend using the remaining cards. A card that is a
target of an attack is considered blocked and cannot defend further.
Actions:
  At this point,  the attack is ready but you can still  play action cards and activate
abilities. This might change the outcome of a battle, so be prepared for anything.
Damage:
  Each card assigns damage based on its power.  If a card's power become zero or
less, it is tapped and destroyed. Damaged cards will stay damaged until the end of the
turn.  When a destroyed card has attachments, its equipment falls on the battlefield
tapped while its modifiers are destroyed. Cards declared as attackers of blockers are
tapped. Cards that received damages but left with positive power remain untapped. 

The harvest phase:
  Starting with the active player, this is your last chance to play action cards or activate
abilities for the turn. When both players are done, the harvest happens simultaneously for
all  cards on the playfield. The harvested resources are added your reserve. Note that
cards are able to harvest only if not tapped (equipments cannot harvest if they are not
equipped).

End of turn

  At  the  end of  a  turn,  all  remaining  cards  reset  to  their  original  power value  unless
specified otherwise.
  Discard your hand and start a new turn. The passive player becomes the active player.

Win Conditions

  A player able to pay for his/her Orb's Goal and summon his/her Reaper gains a huge
advantage towards winning the game, but it is not over yet! Once the summon is achieved,
the game can end in the following ways:

Shattered Orb:
  If  you have summoned your Reaper before your opponent, go into battle and hit the
opposing Orb for an immediate win.
Power Superiority:
  Each point of negative damage on a Reaper makes it loose 1 HP ( ). If the opposing
Reaper's HP goes to zero, you win the game.



Worships:
  You may pay resources to trigger the worship ability of  your Reaper.  If  you reach 5
worships, you win the game.
Depletion:
  If a player is unable to pay for a Worship throughout a turn, that Reaper will loose 2 HP.
This is a great disadvantage and may lead to a game loss.
Tie:
  A game may end in a tie if both Reapers reach zero HP at the same time.

Rewards

  The Reapers game is based on a blockchain where cards and packs are NFTs (non-
fungible tokens). When playing a Standard format game against random opponents, the
winner will win a game reward and have a chance at winning a block reward. There is no
reward when a game ends in a tie or if the game is against a friend or a bot.

Game Rewards:
  When winning a game reward, you have 50% chance to win XP points and 50% chance
to receive a random card to add to your collection. XP points can be used to upgrade your
cards visually or boost a pack's content to have more rare cards.
Block Rewards:
  Each time a block is minted in the Reapers blockchain (~10 minutes), a block reward is
given to the participating players. A block reward is a pack of the current season to add to
your collection. When you win a Standard format game, your public key is added to the
block with a chance to receive a block reward.

Keywords

-Orb
  You begins the game with an Orb. When you reach a specific goal indicated on the Orb
card,  then you can transform the card into  its  summoned form. The Orb is  intangible
(cannot be the target of any cards or abilities), but it can be destroyed by another Reaper.
If it is destroyed, you loose the game.

-Reaper
  A Reaper is the transformed version of an Orb. It is very powerful, but becomes mortal.
Its power are HP points. When damaged, what exceeds the Reaper's power is taken as
HP damage. If you manage to bring the opposing Reaper's HP to zero, you win the game.
If you can pay for 5 Worships before your opponent, you win the game.

-Goal
  Your Goal is specified on your Orb card. It will dictate the ressources that you will want to
harvest during the game. Whe the goal is achieved, transform the Orb card to its Reaper
state. You may now Worship or attack with your Reaper.

-Worship
  Alternatively to winning the game in epic battles, you may decide to sacrifice resources to
Worship your Reaper. Worship cost and effects are shown on the card as a paid ability.
The first player to reach 5 Worship wins the game. If you cannot worship throughout a
turn, the Reaper will loose 2HP, which can lead to catastrophic disadvantage.

-Harvest



  The Harvest is a phase at the end of a turn. All untapped cards on the battlefield gather
the ressources indicated on them. Ressources are added to that player's reserve.

-Resources
  Resources are harvested by cards, most likely at the end of the Harvest phase, but
could also be triggered by cards and abilities with the Gain keyword. The ressources are
placed in the player's Reserve and can then be used to pay for various cards or abilities.
When a player gathers enough ressources in the reserve to achieve its Goal and pay for
Worships, that player is on the path to win the game.
  There are several types of ressources:  Mechanic ( ),  Biologic ( ),  Spiritual ( ),
Demonic ( )  and  Energy ( ).  There are also  Gold ( )  ressources which,  despite
being less powerful than colored ressources, can be used to play generic cards. Lastly
there  are  Wildcard ( )  ressources  which  can  be  any  one  of  the  possible  colored
ressources.  A gold ressource cannot be used as a wildcard ressource, but  a wildcard
ressource  can  be  any  of  the  colored  ressource  types.  If  you  cannot  pay  for  a  gold
ressource, you can "waste" a colored ressource to do so.

-Reserve
  A player's Reserve is where all the ressources are kept. The ressources in the reserve
can be used to pay for cards, abilities or goal.

-Ally
  Allies are creatures able to fight and harvest alongside your Reaper. Allies are usually
mortals that can attack of defend in battle, but they can also be Workers only able to
Harvest.

-Constructs
  Constructs are cards that you can usually build in the Settlement zone of your playfield.
Constructs are mostly buildings or monuments. Some constructs are Defenders, which
means they are able to block attackers.

-Rarity
  Cards can be of four rarities: Common ( ), Uncommon ( ), Rare ( ) and Special

( ) and depict how likely you are to find that card when receiving new cards. Usually, as
a card is more difficult to find, it gets more powerful, but might also be more difficult to play.

-Abilities
  Abilities can be found on a card and describes an action to take and how to use it.
Abilities may be inherent,  keyword,  activated,  triggered or  inherited.  Inherent abilities
modify how rules affect a card.  Keyword abilities are also inherent, but described in a
short word to reduce the text on a card. Activated abilities are played as an action of a
player  with  priority.  Activated  abilities  may  have  a  cost  that  must  be  paid  for  each
activation. Triggered abilities are added to the stack when a condition is met. Inherited
abilities are abilities using the ( ) symbol and are added to a parent card.
  Abilities may also be removed or disabled by negative abilities.

-Equipments
  Most  Allies  and  Reapers  can  use  Equipments such  as:  Weapons,  Tools,  Shields,
Helmets,  Armors,  Rings,  Pendants,  etc.  A card can only equip  a  single  copy of  each
equipment type unless specified otherwise.
  You may equip or unequip an equipment card only during the Build phase. An equipped



card that would become specificaly tapped falls onto the battlefield. Unequiped cards on
the battlefield are unable to produce a harvest.

-Indestructible
  A card with the  Indestructible attribute will not be destroyed when it power becomes
negative. An indestructible card with zero or less power should be tapped and unable to
harvest this turn.

-Modifiers
  Modifier cards changes the properties of another card as long as that card is attached to
it. Modifiers may have positive (auras) or negative (curses) effect and can be assigned in
various scenarios that may or may not benefit your game strategy.

-Battlefield modifiers
  Battlefield modifier cards are a special type of modifier that affect then entire game. They
can only be remove by specific cards. Paying for another battlefield modifier will replace
the previous one unless specified otherwise.

-Actions
  Action cards are cards that can be played whenever you gain priority throughout a turn.
They usually change the properties of other cards until the end of turn. Actions might also
modify the state of the playfield in any way. Actions may have positive or negative effect
and can be used in various scenarios that may or may not benefit your game strategy.

-Power
  The Power of a card is indicated in the lower-left corner of a card. This value represents
the amount of damage it can withstand, and also the maximum amount of damage it can
assign without beign destroyed. If a card reaches zero or less power, it gets tapped and
destroyed unless specified otherwise. Power resets at the end of each turn.

-Flyer
  Cards with the  Flyer attribute can only be the target of cards with the  Flyer or  Tall
attribute. However, defending cards can still protect the targeted card even if they don't
have flyer or tall.

-Tall
  Cards with the Tall attribute are allowed to target cards with the Flyer attribute.

-Cursed
  Any cards with the Cursed attribute must be destroyed at the end of a turn.

-Unique
  Any card with the  Unique keyword must be unique on the battlefield. You cannot cast
another copy of it if it already exists on either side of the battlefield.

-Melee
  The Melee keyword allows a card to not tap after an attack or block.

-Swift
  Cards with the Swift keyword deals damage before the defending cards. This means that
it can reach its target before being blocked, but can still be damaged on the way back.



-Toxic
  A card with the  Toxic  keyword gives a  Poison counter to the opposing card when it
touches it. That counter is kept at the end of turn unless an Antidote is used.

-Protect
  Cards with the Protect keyword can intervein between an attacking and defending card.
This keyword can block card with Swift since it is surrounding that permanent.

-Gold Ressources
  Gold  ressources ( )  have no type.  It  is  a  generic  ressource that  can be used for
anything that does not require a specific color ressource. Gold ressource is usually of
lesser value than colored ressource since they are easier to harvest.

-Multipliers (x) and Wildcards (*)
  A Multiplier is a x in front of a resource type which can be the any nonzero number.
Wildcard ressources (*) can be a one type of a colored resource of your choice, unless
stated otherwise. Keep in mind that (*) cannot be paid by Gold ressources. Here are some
case of wildcard cost you might encounter:

x  means any number of Gold resource.
x  means any number of Biologic ressource.
1  can be any single colored ressource.
3  can be 3 of any single colored resource.
x  means x multiplier of any one single colored resource.
1 1  means any 2 different colored resources.
x 1  means x number of Gold and 1 of any colored resource.

-Cumulative Cost
  Cumulative Cost refers to the cost of a card including its amount of paid wildcards,
added to the cost of all its attached cards. For a card that was not paid for, X costs must
be zero.


